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May 15th, 2019 - BMC Health Services Research Editor’s Pick 2018 2018 was an exciting year for BMC Health Services Research which published a wide range of interesting articles. Read the Editor’s Pick 2018 blog to find a few of the Editor’s favorite articles published over the last year.

An Official American Thoracic Society Workshop Report
September 30th, 2013 - In 2009 the American Thoracic Society ATS funded an assembly project Palliative Management of Dyspnea Crisis to focus on identification management and optimal resource utilization for effective palliation of acute episodes of dyspnea. We conducted a comprehensive search of the medical literature and evaluated available evidence from systematic evidence based reviews SEBRs using a...

Physical Therapy Oxford Academic
May 12th, 2019 - Like Physical Therapy Journal on Facebook to stay up to date on the latest content and news. PTJ Podcast Visit PTJ’s Podcast page to listen to discussion podcasts, author interviews and audio recordings of PTJ symposia, Rothstein Roundtables, McMillan Lectures, and other conference programming.

Defining chronic cancer patient experiences and self
May 13th, 2019 - Objective Chronic cancer is poorly defined and strategies for supporting patients during this disease phase are lacking. This research defines chronic cancer, explores patient experiences, and reviews patient support needs against those described in the 2007 Department of Health Generic Choice Model for Long Term Conditions. DoH GCM Design. Semistructured interviews were audio recorded.

The 10 Building Blocks of High Performing Primary Care
May 8th, 2013 - Abstract Our experiences studying exemplar primary care practices and our work assisting other practices to become more patient-centered led to a formulation of the essential elements of primary care which we call the 10 building blocks of high performing primary care.

Peer Reviewed Nursing and Health Care Journal Nursing

Core competencies in the science and practice of knowledge
May 8th, 2019 - Globally healthcare systems are attempting to optimize quality of care. This challenge has resulted in the development of implementation science or knowledge translation (KT) and the resulting need to build capacity in both the science and practice of KT. We are attempting to meet these challenges through the creation of a national training initiative in KT.

Taylor & Francis Online
May 15th, 2019 - Search and explore the millions of quality peer-reviewed journal articles published under the Taylor & Francis and Routledge imprints.

Good quality social care for people with Parkinson’s
April 9th, 2019 - Objectives The study examines the meaning of good quality social care for people with Parkinson’s disease and their carers. It identifies from their perspective the impact of good quality social care on health and well-being. Design. Qualitative case study methodology, interview and framework analysis techniques were used. Setting. Community locations in the north and midlands of England.

Disease management health Wikipedia
May 14th, 2019 - Disease management is defined as a system of coordinated healthcare interventions and communications for populations with conditions in which patient self care efforts are significant. For people who can access health care practitioners or peer support it is the process whereby persons with long term conditions and often family and friends share knowledge, responsibility, and care plans.

Hindawi
May 16th, 2019 - Hindawi is one of the world’s largest publishers of peer-reviewed fully open access journals. Built on an ethos of openness, we are passionate about working with the global academic community to promote open scholarly research to the world. With the help of our academic Editors based in institutions around the globe, we are able to focus on serving our authors while preserving robust...
Behavior change interventions and policies influencing
May 2nd, 2019 - There is a plethora of interventions and policies aimed at changing practice habits of primary healthcare professionals but it is unclear which are the most appropriate sustainable and effective We aimed to evaluate the evidence on behavior change interventions and policies directed at healthcare professionals working in primary healthcare centers

The BMJ leading general medical journal Research
May 14th, 2019 - High impact medical research journal Champion of better research clinical practice amp healthcare policy since 1840 For GPs hospital doctors educators amp policymakers

American Nurse Today official Journal of the American
May 15th, 2019 - The first is a feature titled “Nursing considerations for procedural sedation and analgesia ” In Part 1 the author focuses on patient assessment red flags and pharmacologic agents Part 2 which will be published in June will focus on airway management procedural monitoring and postsedation care

Ideas that change health care The King’s Fund
October 24th, 2017 - On 7 January the NHS long term plan was published setting out key ambitions for the service over the next 10 years In this explainer we set out the main commitments in the plan and provide our view of what they might mean highlighting the opportunities and challenges for the health and care system as it moves to put the plan into practice

Evidence based paramedic models of care to reduce
May 3rd, 2019 - Evidence based paramedic models of care to reduce unnecessary emergency department attendance – feasibility and safety trained in additional clinical skills are sent to patients with conditions considered amenable to We are aware of the fact that paramedics do not have the same repertoire of clinical assessment skills as emergency

Journal of Nursing Care Quality
April 30th, 2019 - The team used a clinical practice guideline with 7 key practices to develop an individualized fall prevention program with multiple interventions nurse driven mobility assessment purposeful hourly rounding video monitoring for confused and impulsive fall risk patients and others

Diabetes in Older Adults Diabetes Care
June 12th, 2012 - More than 25 of the U S population aged ≥65 years has diabetes 1 and the aging of the overall population is a significant driver of the diabetes epidemic Although the burden of diabetes is often described in terms of its impact on working age adults diabetes in older adults is linked to higher mortality reduced functional status and increased risk of institutionalization 2

A train the trainer program for healthcare professionals
June 24th, 2016 - The objective of this study is to develop implement and evaluate a training program for healthcare providers to improve ability to provide psychosocial support to breast cancer survivors in Korea Based on a needs assessment survey and in depth interviews with breast cancer survivors a multidisciplinary team developed two day intensive training program as well as education materials and

A care bundle for pressure ulcer treatment in intensive
May 14th, 2019 - A care bundle for pressure ulcer treatment in intensive care units Author links open overlay panel The development of Stage I PU in an elderly patient is regarded as a strong warning that the patient is at high risk of developing advanced stage A quality improvement program is an essential element of the long term success of a PU care

Developing Advanced Assessment Skills Patients With Long
May 17th, 2019 - Developing Advanced Assessment Skills Patients With Long Term Conditions By Ann Saxon Illustrated 1 Dec 2011 Paperback Developing Advanced Assessment Skills Patients With Long Term Conditions By Ann Saxon Illustrated 1 Dec 2011 Paperback are becoming more and more widespread as the most viable form of literary media today It is becoming

Salon com News Politics Business Technology amp Culture
May 15th, 2019 - Award winning news and culture features breaking news in depth reporting and criticism on politics business entertainment and technology

Interprofessional collaboration in primary health care a
May 4th, 2019 - In a context of limited resources different healthcare systems have been experimenting with
interprofessional collaboration in primary care to improve professional effectiveness and quality of practice among professionals. Interprofessional collaboration in primary care can be defined as an integrative cooperation of different health professionals.

**Publications The King’s Fund**

May 8th, 2019 - Reports long reads and articles On 7 January the NHS long term plan was published setting out key ambitions for the service over the next 10 years In this explainer we set out the main commitments in the plan and provide our view of what they might mean highlighting the opportunities and challenges for the health and care system as it moves to put the plan into practice.

**Advances in understanding and treating ADHD BMC Medicine**

October 27th, 2010 - Advances in understanding and treating ADHD Kevin M Antshel 1 Email author Adjunct psychosocial treatments are often useful but these should be targeted to patients based on a needs assessment Sallee FR Lyne A Wigal T McGough JJ Long term safety and efficacy of guanfacine extended release in children and adolescents with ADHD.

**Health Literacy Emerging Evidence and Applications in**

December 4th, 2012 - Health literacy represents the communication among patients their social networks providers and health systems to promote patients’ understanding and engagement in their care This is particularly relevant in kidney disease in which the complexity of the medical condition and the extent of the treatment is high.

**The Effect of Music Therapy on Anxiety in Patients who are...**

May 10th, 2019 - Conclusions The study supports the use of music therapy to manage anxiety in terminally ill patients Further studies are required to examine the effect of music therapy over a longer time period as well as addressing other symptom issues.

**British Thoracic Society guidelines for home oxygen use in...**

May 1st, 2019 - The British Thoracic Society BTS Home Oxygen Guideline provides detailed evidence based guidance for the use of home oxygen for patients out of hospital Although the majority of evidence comes from the use of oxygen in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease the scope of the guidance includes patients with a variety of long term respiratory illnesses and other groups in whom home oxygen use may be considered.

**Nurses Identification of Important yet Under Utilized End...**

May 5th, 2019 - Conclusions This study provides a summary of skills nurses feel are important and under utilized in their care of patients with life limiting illnesses The findings support the need to target both nursing education and healthcare system interventions to improve the use of practical end of life care skills by nurses with a focus on pain and symptom control.

**Effect of novel inhaler technique reminder labels on the...**

February 8th, 2017 - Interval education alone may not be sufficient to change behavior in patients with chronic illness and finding ways to optimize long term self management skills is vital 21 As the above studies have shown there is a need for repeated reminders and education.

**Evidence and consensus based recommendations for the use...**

May 15th, 2019 - Participants in PRISM 1 continued treatment in PRISM 2 a four part clinical trial that includes an ongoing open label long term extension LTE study of doses between 5 and 60 mg day 22 23

**Redirect support Home Cambridge University Press**

April 20th, 2019 - You may have arrived at this page because you followed a link to one of our old platforms that cannot be redirected Cambridge Core is the new academic platform from Cambridge University Press replacing our previous platforms Cambridge Journals Online CJO Cambridge Books Online CBO University Publishing Online UPO Cambridge Histories Online CHO Cambridge Companions Online CCO

**Assessing nursing students basic communication and...**

January 20th, 2019 - This study explores the communication skills of a group of nursing students who were required to interview a simulated client as part of their studies In order to assess the students and to improve the process of learning discrete skills an instrument was developed and validated.

**Risk of Thromboembolism Associated With Atrial...**

May 5th, 2019 - Objectives The purpose of this study was to assess the long term risk of thromboembolism in patients developing new onset POAF following noncardiac surgery relative to patients with nonsurgical nonvalvular atrial fibrillation.
Situation Background Assessment Recommendation SBAR
May 14th, 2019 - Continuity of patient care is achieved by the clear and concise transfer of patient clinical information from one health care provider to another during handoff. Effective communication is a vital factor in providing safe patient care. Communication failure in a health care setting could lead to serious medical errors. Sharing patient-specific health care information during handoff requires...

Development of Geriatric Competencies for Emergency
December 1st, 2009 - The objective was to develop a consensus document “Geriatric Competencies for Emergency Medicine Residents” by identified experts. This is a minimum set of behaviorally based performance standards that all residents should be able to demonstrate by completion of their residency training.

Anglo Saxons Wikipedia
May 16th, 2019 - The term Anglo Saxon is popularly used for the language that was spoken and written by the Anglo Saxons in England and eastern Scotland between at least the mid 5th century and the mid 12th century. In scholarly use it is more commonly called Old English. The history of the Anglo Saxons is the history of a cultural identity.

How safe is primary care: A systematic review BMJ
May 11th, 2019 - It was estimated that around 4 of these incidents may be associated with severe harm defined as significantly impacting on a patient’s well-being, including long-term physical or psychological issues, or death. Range 1 to 44 of incidents relating to diagnosis and prescribing were most likely to result in severe harm.

Journal of Nursing Education Healthio
March 5th, 2019 - The Journal of Nursing Education is a monthly peer-reviewed journal publishing original articles and new ideas for nurse educators in various types and levels of nursing programs for over 50 years.

Long Term Outcomes Following Surgical Aortic Bioprosthesis
April 14th, 2019 - Background Few data exist on long-term outcomes and structural valve degeneration (SVD) in consecutive unselected patients undergoing surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR). Objectives The goal of this study was to determine the long-term outcomes of a contemporary cohort of consecutive unselected SAVR recipients with a focus on evaluating clinical outcomes and SVD based on echocardiographic.

The relationship between pain and BMC Geriatrics
May 16th, 2019 - Methods This is a secondary analysis of the Minimum Data Set (MDS 2.0) assessment data on long-term care from the state of Florida. The data used in this study were the first comprehensive assessment data from NH residents with dementia aged 65 and older. N = 56,577 in Medicare or Medicaid-certified nursing homes between January 1, 2009, and December 31, 2009.

Nursing Times
May 15th, 2019 - Last chance to enter the 2019 Nursing Times Awards. The last three months since we launched the Nursing Times Awards seem to have flown by and with summer hopefully just around the corner, suddenly the closing date for entries is looming.

AJN The American Journal of Nursing
March 21st, 2019 - AJN is the oldest and largest circulating nursing journal in the world. The Journal’s mission is to promote excellence in nursing and health care through the dissemination of evidence-based peer-reviewed clinical information and original research discussion of relevant and controversial professional issues adherence to the standards of journalistic integrity and excellence and promotion of.

Validity of a New Patient Engagement Measure The Altarum
May 5th, 2019 - Development of the Altarum Consumer Engagement ACE Measure™ and Subscales. In developing the ACE Measure™ our goal was to cover multiple aspects of patient perceptions and activities, including not only participation in health and healthcare but also use of information to compare and choose providers or services.

Deprescribing a primary care perspective European
May 1st, 2019 - Polypharmacy is an increasing and global issue affecting primary care. Although sometimes appropriate polypharmacy can also be problematic leading to a range of adverse consequences. Deprescribing is the process of supervised withdrawal of an inappropriate medication and has the potential to reduce some of the problems associated with polypharmacy.
Safety and long term efficacy of ventro oral thalamotomy
May 6th, 2019 - Objective To report the safety and long term efficacy of ventro oral thalamotomy for 171 consecutive patients with task specific focal hand dystonia Methods Between October 2003 and February 2017 171 consecutive patients with task specific focal hand dystonia underwent unilateral ventro oral thalamotomy Etiologies included writer's cramps n 92 musician's dystonias n 58 and other

British Journal of Nursing Vol 28 No 9 MAG Online Library
May 16th, 2019 - BJN brings you closer to the forefront of nursing practice If you are looking for a journal that contains the latest clinical developments original research and evidence based practice you should be reading BJN

Citation Machine Modern Language Association 8th Edition
May 14th, 2019 - Citation Machine™ helps students and professionals properly credit the information that they use Cite your journal article in Modern Language Association 8th edition format for free